BOLT BAG #41156

#1055CA,CDA/TA,TDA TRUSS STYLE BENCH (CEDAR OR TITAN)

SHOWN WITH CEDAR DECKING

![Diagram of bench](image)

**KEY#** | **DESCRIPTION** | **PART#** | **QUANTITY**
---|---|---|---
1. | BENCH BRACKET (PR.) | 1055A | 1
2. | CEDAR PLANKS 5/4 X 6" X 48" (4 EACH) BOLT BAG | 10600 41156 | 1 1
3. | CARRIAGE BOLTS 5/8" X 1 3/4" | CB516134 | 8
4. | FLANGE NUT 5/8" | FLN516 | 8
5. | ANCHOR CLIPS ALUM | 85832011 | 4
6. | HEX BOLT 3/8"X3" THREAD TO HEAD | HBTH383 | 4
7. | FLANGE NUT 3/8" | FLN38 | 4
8. | SPACER 1/2"X11/2"X4" GALV | 80832010 | 2
9. | PLASTIC BAG 6X10X6MIL | 69660027 | 1
10. | INSTRUCTIONS | 66881055 | 1

**TITAN PLANKS**

2A. | TITAN PLANK W/ REINFORCED ALUMINUM | 81005000 | 2
#1055CA/CDA & 1055TA/TDA TRUSS STYLE BENCH (CEDAR/TITAN) ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. CEDAR BENCH: Mount bench brackets (Key 1) on side of dock joist approx. 32" apart.
   TITAN BENCH: Mount bench brackets (Key 1) to Titan bench planks (Key 2A) using eight (8) 5/16" flange nuts (Key 4) and eight (8) 5/16" x 1-3/4" carriage bolts (Key 3). Mount bench brackets (Key 1) on side of dock.

2. Attach bench brackets using four (4) 3/8" x 3" hex bolts (Key 6), four (4) 3/8" flange nuts (Key 7) and four (4) anchor clips (Key 5).
   NOTE: Spacers (Key 8) are used only when installing bench on backside of 8' x 8' platform section or 8' x 12' super platform sections. Install spacers on top mounting bolt in between bench bracket (Key 1) & dock side frames (this provides clearance for decking.)

3. CEDAR BENCH: With bench brackets secured to dock frame, place cedar bench planks (Key 2) on top of brackets (using pre-drilled holes in brackets, mark and drill 3/8 holes through cedar planks). Attach using eight (8) 5/16" flange nuts (Key 4) and eight (8) 5/16" x 1-3/4" carriage bolts (Key 3)

IMPORTANT: Check the mounting bolts annually to ensure they are tight and secure.

LOCATING YOUR BENCH
INSTALL WHERE TWO DOCK SECTIONS MEET.
DO NOT INSTALL IN THE MIDDLE OF A DOCK SECTION.

⚠️ CAUTION: MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY IS 400 LBS.
⚠️ CAUTION: DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO PLAY ON BENCH.
⚠️ CAUTION: DO NOT STAND ON BENCH.
⚠️ CAUTION: DO NOT JUMP OR DIVE FROM BENCH.